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What can we learn from the post-reionization IGM?

4 Kulkarni et al.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the 21 cm brightness temperature distribution from redshift z = 10 to 6 in the AGN-dominated Very Late
model (top panel) introduced in this paper, the galaxies-dominated Very Late model (middle panel) from Kulkarni et al. (2016), and the
galaxies-dominated Late/Default model (bottom panel) from also Kulkarni et al. (2016).

We assume that haloes with mass below a threshold
mass M

q

have N

�
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(M) / Mhalo. Ionizing photons
from these low-mass haloes are sourced by star formation.
On the other hand, high-mass haloes with mass greater than
the threshold M

q

have N
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(M) / Mbh where
Mbh is given by Equation (10). These high-mass haloes pro-
duce ionizing photons due to AGN. The ratio
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, (11)

quantifies the relative photon contribution of AGN and
galaxies. Our AGN models are thus described by two pa-
rameters r and M

q

. (Appendix A gives further details on
our AGN ionizing emissivity model.)

In our fiducial AGN-dominated model, we fix the value
of the threshold mass M

q

to that corresponding to a circu-
lar velocity of v

c

= 175 km/s. (We will discuss the e↵ect on
our results of changing this threshold to v

c

= 150 km/s and
v

c

= 200 km/s below.) At lower circular velocities, cold gas
mass available to grow supermassive black holes can decrease
rapidly due to an increasing e↵ect of supernova feedback
(e.g., Kau↵mann & Haehnelt 2000; Haehnelt & Kau↵mann
2002; Brook et al. 2012). This is reflected in a drop in the
black hole mass function for black hole masses smaller than
Mbh ⇠ 107 M�, particularly for z > 1 (Merloni & Heinz
2008; Kelly & Merloni 2012). With M

q

fixed, a desired total
AGN emissivity is achieved in the model by setting the value

of the parameter r. We calibrate the AGN emissivity evolu-
tion to values close to the fit by Madau & Haardt (2015) to
the integrated 1 Ry emissivity from AGN down to UV lu-
minosities of 0.01L⇤. This emissivity evolution is shown by
the red curve in the right panel of Figure 1. In this panel,
red filled circles denote ionizing emissivity from AGN in our
model; red open circles refer to the total ionizing emissivity,
which also includes contribution from star-forming galax-
ies. The ionizing emissivity of AGN in our model closely
matches that from the model of Madau & Haardt (2015).
We also have some contribution to ṅion from star-forming
galaxies in our model, particularly at z = 10, as seen from
the red open circles in Figure 1. For comparison, the grey
points in Figure 1 show the photon emissivity in the galaxy-
dominated “Late/Default” model of Kulkarni et al. (2016).

Having chosen a source model, we now need to choose
a suitable reionization history to calibrate our simulation.
As discussed above in relation to Equation (3), this calibra-
tion will provide us with the photoionization rate and ion-
ized hydrogen fraction throughout our simulation box. The
AGN-dominated ionizing emissivity evolution considered by
Madau & Haardt (2015) gives rise to a reionization history
that is very close to the “Very Late” reionization history as
described by Kulkarni et al. (2016). For ease of comparison
we thus choose this reionization history to calibrate our sim-
ulation. The red curve in the left panel of Figure 1 shows
the evolution of the volume-weighted ionized fraction Q

V

MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2016)

AGN-dominated

galaxy-dominated, very late

Kulkarni et al (2017)

galaxy-dominated

• This talk: Lyα opacity fluctuations at z < 6
• Elisa Boera’s talk: Jeans Smoothing



IGM opacity from the 
Lyα forest

Lidz et al (2006)

…but there will be patchiness from density 
fluctuations alone.

Fan+06

The Lya forest at z < 6 is patchy…

⌧e↵ = � ln hF i
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What drives the large scatter in Lyα opacity z > 5?
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It must be more than density fluctuations.

Factor of >3 fluctuations in neutral fraction required.
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fH I / nH�
�1T�0.7

Possible models…

Density UVB Temperature

Neutral fraction:



fH I / nH�
�1T�0.7Possible models…

1.  Fluctuating UV Background (Galaxies)
(Davies & Furlanetto 2016, D’Aloisio et al. 2018)

Dark troughs trace low-density regions with few ionizing sources and a short 
mean free path.

Low density High density

Difficulty:  
Average mean free path must be much 
shorter than expected.

Figures: Davies+2017



2.  Fluctuating IGM Temperature
(D’Aloisio et al. 2016a)

Dark troughs trace high-density regions, where reionization ended early and 
the gas has had time to cool.

fH I / nH�
�1T�0.7Possible models…

Figures: Davies+2017

Low density High density

Difficulty:  
Temperature boost from reionization 
must be extreme (ΔT ~ 30,000 K). 
(See also Keating et al. 2017)



3.  Fluctuating UV Background (QSOs)
(Chardin et al. 2015, 2017)

Dark troughs trace any regions far from ionizing sources.

fH I / nH�
�1T�0.7Possible models…

Fluctuations in the Lyα forest at z ∼ 5.5–6 3439

Figure 8. Top left: spatial distribution of the DM overdensity in the Millennium volume at z ∼ 5.8 in a slice of thickness 976.6 ckpc h−1. The red circles
show the location of the DM haloes hosting the QSOs. Top right: the spatial distribution of the photoionization rate "12 in the volume of the Millennium
volume simulation for the fit of the QSO luminosity function of Giallongo et al. (2015) with the "-dependent mean free path case, λmfp = λ0("/"0)2/3$−1.
The map has been calculated for a 512 × 512 grid and then interpolated on a 4096 × 4096 grid. The overdensity field $ from the Millennium simulation
has been smoothed on a 20 cMpc scale with a top-hat filter to calculate the "12 field in the slice. Bottom left: the spatial distribution of the neutral hydrogen
number density inside the Millennium volume: the density field in the mid-plane slice of the ‘512-20’ RAMSES simulation is replicated 25×25 to cover the full
size of the Millennium simulation and has been interpolated on a 4096 × 4096 grid. Bottom right: the spatial distribution of the opacity τ in the same slice
calculated using the interpolated 4096 × 4096 grids of the hydrogen number density (bottom-left panel), velocity (not shown in the plot), temperature (not
shown in the plot) and photoionization rate (top-right panel). The red and white points, respectively, in the upper- and bottom-left panels show the position of
the DM haloes assumed as ionizing sources in our model (taken in a slice of ∼15 cMpc h−1 thickness around the slice shown). The black/white thick lines in
the bottom-left/right-hand panel show 10 lines of sight of 110 Mpc h−1 length along which we compute and show the corresponding spectra in Fig. 9. The
maps shown are calculated with βQSOs = 2 and βgal = 1.

further reducing the opacity. Taking this into account should re-
duce the contribution of QSO to the ionizing emissivity required
to produce the same level of opacity fluctuations. This may be
necessary if the contribution of QSO to the ionizing emissivity is
lower as suggested by the luminosity function measured by Gial-
longo et al. (2015), what may – as discussed in the Introduction –
well be the case. We have also not accounted for a possible beam-
ing and/or (short) duty cycle of the QSOs in our modelling and
the net effect of these on the predicted opacity fluctuations is not
obvious.

4.2 Alternative models for the large opacity fluctuations
on large scales

We have shown here that large amplitude UV background fluc-
tuations due to a significant contribution of QSOs may be able
to explain the large reported opacity fluctuations. A similar con-
clusion has been reached by D’Aloisio et al. (2016), which first
became available to us during the refereeing process of this paper.
However, it is not certain that QSOs in sufficient numbers actu-
ally exist. We therefore briefly discuss here also alternative sug-
gestions. Davies & Furlanetto (2016) presented modelling where

MNRAS 465, 3429–3445 (2017)
Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/465/3/3429/2544355
by Technical Services - Serials user
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QSOs

Density UVB

Chardin et al. (2017)

Difficulties: Are there enough QSOs?  
Helium reionization too early? 
(see D’Aloisio et al. 2017)
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Figure 6. 50 Mpc-projected Ly↵ forest ⌧e↵ for the fluctuating ionizing background (left) and residual temperature fluctuations (right)
models, centered on the slice shown in Figure 3. The regions corresponding to low and high ⌧e↵ correspond to high and low density regions,
respectively, for the fluctuating ionizing background model, but the opposite is true for the residual temperature fluctuations model.

Figure 7. 50 Mpc-projected Ly↵ forest ⌧e↵ for the fluctuating ionizing background (left) and residual temperature fluctuations (right)
models with overlaid MUV < �20 galaxies (dots) color- and size-coded by absolute magnitude. The dashed circles correspond to 10 arcmin
radius patches of sky centered on a high ⌧e↵ sightline in each model.

of ⇠ 20 arcmin.
In practice, counting z ⇠ 5.7 galaxies in a large

area presents an observational challenge. While surveys
searching for bright high-redshift galaxies using broad-
band color-selection are relatively inexpensive, the pre-
cision of photometric redshifts is limited to scales com-
parable to the window over which ⌧e↵ is measured. In
Figure 11 we show the e↵ect of a photometric redshift
uncertainty �z = 0.25 on the correlation between galax-
ies and ⌧e↵ . Even for this relatively modest photometric

redshift uncertainty (�z/(1+ z) ⇠ 4%) the di↵erence be-
tween the two models as compared to Figure 9 is greatly
reduced. Thus, expensive spectroscopic followup would
be required to accurately count galaxies associated with
the target region of the Ly↵ forest.

4. PREDICTIONS FOR Ly↵ EMITTERS IN THE
ULAS J0148+0600 GP TROUGH ENVIRONMENT

A relatively cheap alternative to spectroscopic galaxy
surveys is narrowband color-selection of Ly↵-emitting

UVB model:  
Galaxies avoid high-

opacity regions.

Temperature model: 
Galaxies trace high-

opacity regions.

Davies, GB & Furlanetto 2017

The Test: Use galaxies to trace the density field.



Narrow-band search for Lyα emitters in the field around 
J0148+0600 (giant Lyα trough).

Subaru Hyper-Suprime Cam data acquired August 2017. 

Deep (mNB = 26): High number density of sources to probe 
density. 

Large Field (90’): Self-consistently compare region around 
QSO line of sight to the surrounding field.

r i NB816



LAEs around giant Lyα trough

GB+ in prep.

Preliminary!



LAEs around giant Lyα trough

Deficit of LAEs close to QSO line of sight.

Surface density of LAEs

GB+ in prep.

Preliminary!
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Possible models…

?

GB+ in prep.

Very preliminary.  Will depend 
on how QSOs are distributed.

• At first glance, results support fluctuations in a UVB dominated by 
galaxies. 

• Model details may be important. 

• Could galaxy Lyα emission be suppressed around the trough?



Summary
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• Multiple models attempt to explain the large-scale fluctuations in 
IGM Lyα opacity at z~6. 

• Testing the models: HSC data shows a deficit of LAEs around a 
110 Mpc/h trough.   

• The deficit appears to support the presence of fluctuations in a 
UVB dominated by galaxies, but further exploration of the models 
may be needed. Ultimately a way to identify reionization sources. 

• UVB fluctuations left over from recent reionization? 

• Other models possible?  Reionization not complete by z=5.7?


